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Part One: General Marking Principles for: Classical Greek Intermediate 2 - Interpretation
This information is provided to help you understand the general principles you must apply when
marking candidate responses to questions in this Paper. These principles must be read in
conjunction with the specific Marking Instructions for each question.
(a)

Marks for each candidate response must always be assigned in line with these
general marking principles and the specific Marking Instructions for the relevant
question. If a specific candidate response does not seem to be covered by either the
principles or detailed Marking Instructions, and you are uncertain how to assess it,
you must seek guidance from your Team Leader/Principal Assessor.

(b)

Marking should always be positive ie, marks should be awarded for what is correct
and not deducted for errors or omissions.

GENERAL MARKING ADVICE: Classical Greek Intermediate 2 - Interpretation
The marking schemes are written to assist in determining the “minimal acceptable answer” rather
than listing every possible correct and incorrect answer. The following notes are offered to support
Markers in making judgements on candidates’ evidence, and apply to marking both end of unit
assessments and course assessments.
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Part Two: Marking Instructions for each Question
Thucydides
Expected Answer/s

Max
Mark

•

pro-Theban party opened the gates

2

•

no sentries were on guard because it
was peace-time

Question
1.

(a)

1 mark for each point
(b)

•

the Plataeans thought the city had
already been taken over

•

the Plataeans thought that more
Thebans had entered than was the case

•

they were frightened

•

they did not know what was going on
because it was night

2

1 mark for each point, up to 2
(c)

•

they realised that not many Thebans had
entered

•

they thought they could overthrow the
Thebans

•

(the majority were unwilling to give up
the alliance with Athens anyway)

2

1 mark for each point, up to 2
2.

(a)

•

the Thebans beat off the Plataeans three
times

•

shouting from the attacking Plataeans

•

shouting from women and slaves

•

women and slaves throwing down stones
and tiles from rooftops

•

there was rain, darkness and mud

2

1 mark for each point, up to 2
(b)

2

•

graphic details

•

we feel we were there

•

we feel sympathy for the Thebans

•

any other valid point (including any about
ineffectiveness)

1 mark for each point, up to 2
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Question
3.

Expected Answer/s
•

describes events/situations in graphic
detail

•

gives lots of facts, so reader feels clear
about the history

•

narrates/describes from different angles,
so balanced analysis

•

arouses sympathy for people’s plight

•

describes social and emotional effects
of the plague, including interest and
sympathy

•

any other valid point

Max
Mark
5

1 mark for each general point and 1 mark for
each detailed reference to the text, up to 5
4.

(a)

•

cuts off a fathom’s length

•

sharpens the pole

•

hardens it in the fire

•

hides it under dung

•

devises the blinding plan

•

chooses to be the 5th man to carry out
the plan

3

1 mark for each point, up to 3
(b)

•

orders them to smooth down the pole

•

orders them to cast lots to choose the
participants in the plan

2

1 mark for each point
5.

(a)

•

when the pole is glowing Odysseus pulls
it from the fire

•

all together are encouraged (by a god)

•

the men take hold of the pole and thrust
it into the Cyclops’ eye

•

while up aloft Odysseus turns it

2

1 mark for each point, up to 2
(b)

•

picturesque/vivid/gory detail

•

similes about drill and axe/adze

1 mark for choice, and up to 2 marks for full
justification
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Question
6.

Expected Answer/s
•

Odysseus good on the whole: – a
civilised Greek
–
clever and resourceful
–
bold and daring
–
cool in a crisis
–
a good leader
but –     careless of his men’s safety
–
arrogant
–
breaks the rules of guest friendship
•
Cyclops evil on the whole: – a brutal
monster
–
stupid
–
likes a humdrum life
–
very disturbed and angry in a crisis
–
breaks the rules of guest friendship
but –
cares for his animals
is alone, in effect not supported by
others

Max
Mark
5

1 mark for each general point and 1 mark for
each detailed reference to the text, up to 5

[END OF MARKING INSTRUCTIONS]
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Part One: General Marking Principles for Classical Greek Intermediate 2 Translation
This information is provided to help you understand the general principles you must apply when
marking candidate responses to questions in this Paper. These principles must be read in
conjunction with the specific Marking Instructions for each question.
(a)

Marks for each candidate response must always be assigned in line with these
general marking principles and the specific Marking Instructions for the relevant
question. If a specific candidate response does not seem to be covered by either the
principles or detailed Marking Instructions, and you are uncertain how to assess it,
you must seek guidance from your Team Leader/Principal Assessor.

(b)

Marking should always be positive ie, marks should be awarded for what is correct
and not deducted for errors or omissions.

GENERAL MARKING ADVICE: Classical Greek Intermediate 2 Translation
The marking schemes are written to assist in determining the “minimal acceptable answer” rather
than listing every possible correct and incorrect answer. The following notes are offered to support
Markers in making judgements on candidates’ evidence, and apply to marking both end of unit
assessments and course assessments.
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Part Two: Marking Instructions for each Question
Block

Expected Answer/s

1

 de $Alexandrov odamwv melhsen ode
thv gunaikov tou Dareiou ode twn paidwn.
Essential idea:

Max Mark

Alexander’s concern for
Darius’ family

Award 3 for:
Award 2 for:
2a*

ll$ panelqwn po thv diwxewv tou
Dareiou
Essential idea:

Alexander returning

Award 2 for:

2b

 $Alexandrov proshlqe prov thn skhnhn
thn tou Dareiou
Essential idea:

Alexander approaching tent

Award 3 for:
Award 2 for:

2c

n o Ellhnev labon n t| mac|
Essential idea:

Greeks capturing tent

Award 3 for:
Award 2 for:

2d

kai ndon kouse gunaikwn omwghn kai
qorubon.
Essential idea:

Alexander hearing cries

Award 3 for:
Award 2 for:

3a

puqeto on  $Alexandrov tinev gunaikev
esin
Essential idea:

Alexander asking who this
was

Award 3 for:
Award 2 for:
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Block
3b

Expected Answer/s

Max Mark

kai dia ti otw sfodra klaiousin
Essential idea:

and why so much lamentation

Award 3 for:
Award 2 for:

4a

o thn skhnhn fulattontev at}
pekrinanto
Essential idea:

guards replying to Alexander

Award 3 for:
Award 2 for:

4b

 basileu, atai esin  mhthr kai 
gunh tou Dareiou kai o paidev
Essential idea:

these are Darius’ family

Award 3 for:
Award 2 for:

4c*

kai xhggelqh ataiv
Essential idea:

family getting report

Award 2 for:

4d

ti su ceiv to toxon kai thn spida tou
Dareiou.
Essential idea:

Alexander having Darius’
equipment

Award 3 for:
Award 2 for:

5

noimwzousin on v pi teqnewti t}
Darei}.
Essential idea:

women lamenting Darius

Award 3 for:
Award 2 for:
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Block
6a

Expected Answer/s

Max Mark

tauta kousav  $Alexandrov pemye
fulaka prov tav gunaikav
Essential idea:

Alexander sending guard

Award 3 for :
Award 2 for:

6b*

v frasonta
Essential idea:

guard to inform women

Award 2 for:

6c

ti lhqwv z|  Dareiov
Essential idea:

Darius still alive

Award 3 for:
Award 2 for:

7a

ta gar pla feugwn pelipen pi t}
rmati
Essential idea:

Darius abandoning weapons

Award 3 for:
Award 2 for:

7b

kai tauta mona ecen  $Alexandrov
Essential idea:

Alexander only in possession
of the weapons

Award 3 for:
Award 2 for:

8a

kai dh kai epen  $Alexandrov
Essential idea:

Alexander also saying

Award 3 for:
Award 2 for:
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Block
8b

Expected Answer/s

Max Mark

Additional Guidance

ti thn qerapeian thn basilikhn
sugcwrei taiv gunaixin,
Essential idea:

Alexander guaranteeing
royal status to the women

Award 3 for:
Award 2 for:

8c

pei o kat$ cqran ton polemon piferei
t} Darei}
Essential idea:

Alexander not fighting out
of hatred

Award 3 for:
Award 2 for:
8d

ll$ per thv rchv thv $Asiav.
Essential idea:

Alexander fighting to win
Asia

Award 3 for:
Award 2 for:

18 blocks of 3 = 54
3 blocks of 2 = 6
Total: 60 marks

[END OF MARKING INSTRUCTIONS]
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